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Leah Zuidema
Ask.me. how.most. people. write,. and. I’ll. have.
plenty.to.tell.you...I’m.an.English.professor,.after.all,.
and.it’s.my.job.to.know...But.ask.me.how.ministers.
write. sermons?. . Until. very. recently,. I’d. have. had.
to. say. I. was. mystified.. . My. visions. ranged. from.
the. comedic. (imagine. the. Veggie Tales song-and-
dance.rendition.of .“A.Message.from.the.Lord”).to.
the. saccharine. (think. Christmas-ornament. angels.
descending. with. scrolls). to. the. psuedobiblical. (in.
which.ministers. climb.mountains. and. return. with.
glowing.faces,.divine.messages.in.hand).
I.ought.to.know.better..My.husband.is.a.pastor,.
and. I. can. report. with. confidence. that. Todd. has.
never. written. a. sermon. while. dancing. like. Larry.
the.Cucumber,.has.never.received.airmail.delivered.
by.angels,.has.never.preached. from.a. stone. tablet..
However,.until.I.interviewed.him,.I.knew.little.about.





sermon-writing. routine.. But. what. I. found. most.
intriguing.was.the.realization.that.a.pastor’s.writing.
life. is.much. like. that. of .many. academics..Writing.
sermons—writing—is. hard. work.. . Inspiration. is.
certainly.part.of .the.process,.but.it.doesn’t.fall.from.
the. sky:. it. is. cultivated. through. careful. reading,.
diligent. study,. and. quiet. contemplation.. Prayer. is.
part.of . it. for.preachers. (and.probably. is. for.most.
writers,. if . only. in. moments. of . desperation).. . A.
little.writing.experience.doesn’t.hurt,.either...When.
I.asked.Todd.what.has.made.him.a. skilled.writer,.














on. Sundays.. . Todd. notes. that. he. sometimes. adds.







point-by-point. summaries.. . Instead,. he. uses. the.
screen.to.show.definitions.for.new.words,.to.display.
key. phrases. or. verses,. and. to. share. relevant.maps.
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Todd.also. thinks.carefully. about. the. length.of . the.












theme.with.a.proof . text. tacked.onto. it.. .Some.of .











area,.decide.along.with. the.group.that.all.of . them.
would.do.well.to.share.with.their.congregations.their.
studies.of .the.parables,.of .the.fruit.of .the.Spirit,.or.
of .a.particular.book.of .the.Bible.
When. the. text. has. been. chosen,. Todd. pulls.




by-line,. verse-by-verse. study.. .Next,.Todd. consults.
commentaries. and. examines. a. Hebrew. or. Greek.




Todd’s. notes. usually. include. questions,. too,. which.
he.says.can.become.starting.places.for.discussion.in.
the.sermon:. .“I.figure. if .I.don’t.know.and.I.want.
to.know,. then.others.won’t.know.and.will.want. to.
know,.too.”
This. sentiment. about. the. importance. of .




in.our. approaches. to.writing.. . I.nod. in. agreement.
when. he. explains. about. the. importance. of . the.
“hook”. or. introduction:. “I. need. to. know. how. it.




he. comments. on. what. prompts. him. to. rework. a.

















A. sermon. is. good,. says. Todd,. if . it. keeps. his.
interest.as.a.preacher.and.if .the.response.is,.“I.really.
needed.to.hear.that.”..More.simply.put,.good.writing.
reaches.both.the.writer.and.the.audience.
To.which.I.say,.“Amen..Preach.it,.pastor!”
